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Necessary conditions for the minimization of a differentiable function subject 
to differentiable equality and inequality constraints are given. These conditions 
are applied to a control problem with a state-variable inequality constraint. 
The connection with earlier work of Neustadt and Jacobson, Lele, and Speyer 
is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, necessary conditions for the 
minimization of a differentiable function subject to differentiable equality 
and inequality constraints are given. These conditions are applicable to 
problems which may be formulated in infinite-dimensional spaces. Specific- 
ally, let X, Y, and 2 denote normed linear spaces and let f  : X -+ R1, 
g: X + Y, and h: X---f 2 denote Frechet differentiable functions. Suppose 2 
contains a closed convex cone B such that B" # @ and B has its vertex at 
the origin. Let N(g) = {x: g(x) = O}. (Th is notation will be used henceforth 
to designate the null set of a function.) Necessary conditions are obtained 
for the following nonlinear programming problem: 
Minimize f on N(g) n h-l(B). 
Much work has been done on this problem and problems related to it. The 
chief advantage to the work presented here is that the necessary conditions 
are relatively easy to apply. The reader should consult [l]-[3] for references 
to and discussion of related work. 
Recently, Jacobson, Lele, and Speyer [3] introduced new necessary condi- 
tions for the optimality of state-constrained problems. They presented a 
proof of the necessary conditions based upon formally adjoining constraints 
by use of Lagrange multipliers. The authors suggested that a rigorous proof 
based upon Neustadt’s general theory of extremals [4] should be possible. 
The second purpose of this paper is to show that a rigorous proof can be 
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obtained by direct application of the nonlinear programming results obtained 
here. In addition, it will be shown that a special case of Neustadt’s results 
for the state-constrained problem can also be obtained. 
It should be noted here that the necessary conditions obtained in Section 3 
of this paper, while adequate to handle the problem treated in [3], are not 
as general as the conditions obtained in [4], for example. The chief drawback 
is the requirement that the contraints be defined by differentiable functions. 
This restriction makes it possible to obtain necessary conditions which are 
relatively easy to apply. It should also be noted that the necessary conditions 
obtained in [4] only apply to problems for which the equality constraints are 
finite dimensional. The Lagrange multiplier rule obtained in Section 2 does 
not suffer from this restriction so that a class of infinite-dimensional problems 
can be treated by the methods described here. 
2. A LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER RULE 
Several results and concepts from [ 11 and [5] are needed in order to present 
the Lagrange multiplier rule for minimizing f on N(g) n h-l(B). In the 
interests of clarity the pertinent results will be summarized here. It should 
be noted that while the nonlinear programming problem posed here is not 
the most general possible, it is adequate to handle most optimal control 
problems in which the state equations are given as difference equations, 
ordinary or partial differential equations, or integral equations. In most 
control problems the state and control constraints are defined by functional 
relationships and for such problems the theory developed here applies. 
Furthermore, the conditions which need to be checked in order to apply the 
necessary conditions seem to be relatively easy to verify particularly when g 
is affine. More general formulations in which some of the constraints appear 
as set constraints give rise to necessary conditions which are difficult to 
apply (e.g., see [6] and [7]). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X and Y denote normed linear spaces. Let g: X + Y 
denote a continuous ajine transformation and let F: X + R1 have a nonzero 
derivative, DF(x,) at x0 . If F has a critical point on N(g) at x0 (i.e., 
DF(x,,) w = 0 for all w E N(g) - x0), then there is a nonzero y’ E Y’ (the 
algebraic dual of Y) such that 
DF(x,) w + y’Dg(x,,) w = 0 for all w E X. 
This is a partial statement of Theorem 3.4 given in [l]. It is shown in [l] 
that it is not possible, in general, to have y’ continuous. However, in many 
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applications it will happen that y’ is continuous and then the usual repre- 
sentation theorems may be applied to represent y’. For instance, if 
Dg(x,) (N(DF(x,,))) is closed, then y’ is continuous (see [I, Theorem 3.1]), 
or, if there is an h,$N(DF(x,)) such that Dg(x,) h, $ Dg(x,) N(DF(x,,)), 
then y’ is continuous. If Dg(x,) is onto then Dg(x,,) (N(DF(x,)) is closed and 
y’ is continuous. Thus, the classical multiplier rule is a special case of Theo- 
rem 2.1 in the affine case. 
The multiplier rule to be presented here is a simple consequence of Theo- 
rem 2.1 above and the following result due to Nagahisa and Sakawa [5]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X and Z denote normed linear spaces. Let f : X -+ R1 
and h: X-+ Z denote dilferentiable functions. Let A C X. Let B C Z denote a 
closed convex cone with vertex at the origin and nonempty interior. I f  f  has a 
minimum on A n h-l(B) at x0 , then there are r)* E R’ and z* E Z* (the topolo- 
gical dual of Z), not both zero, such that 
(i) ~*Df(x,) w + z*Dh(x,) w 2 0 
for all w E K, where K is a closed convex cone with vertex zero contained in the 
tangent cone TC(A, x0) of A at x0 (i.e., w E TC(A, x0) if and only z. there are 
sequences {xR} C A, {X, >, 0} C R1 such that x, -+ x,, and h,(x, - x0) + w). 
(ii) x*h(x,,) = 0. 
(iii) ~*>Oandx*z<Oforallz~B. 
The Nagahisa-Sakawa theorem and Theorem 2.1 can now be applied to 
the case where A = N(g) for g: X+ Y, and the main result of this section 
follows. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X, Y, and Z denote normed linear spaces. Let f : X + RI, 
g: X + Y, and h: X---f Z denote dzzerentiable functions. Let B C Z denote a 
closed convex cone with nonempty interior and vertex at zero. Suppose x,, is a 
regular point of N(g) (i.e., T’W(g), 4 = WWoN 
If f  has a minimum on N(g) n h-l(B) at x0 , then there are q* E RI, z* E Z*, 
not both zero, and y’ E Y’ such that 
(i) T*Df (x,,) w + .z*Dh(x,) w + y’Dg(x,) w = 0 for all w E X, 
(ii) z*h(x,) = 0, and 
(iii) T* aOandz*z<OforallzEB. 
Proof. Let F(x) = T*f (x) + z*h(x), where v* and z* given in Theorem 
2.2 and A = N(g). From Theorem 2.2 it follows that DF(x,,) w > 0, where 
w E K, K a closed convex cone contained in TC(N(g), x,,). But, x0 is a regular 
point of N(g) so that TC(N(g), x0) = N(Dg(x,)) and therefore K may be 
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chosen as N(Dg(x,)). In this case, since N(Dg(x,)) is a subspace it follows 
that DF(x,,) w = 0 on N(Dg(x,,)), i.e., F has a critical point on N(Dg(x,,)). 
I f  DF(x,,) # 0, then by Theorem 2.1 there is a nonzero y’ E Y’ such that 
(i) ~*Df(x,,) w + z*Dh(x,) w + y’Dg(x,) w = 0 for all w E X. Parts (ii) and 
(iii) are immediate consequences of Theorem 2.2. If  DF(x,) = 0, then 
v*Df(x,,) + z*Dh(x,) = 0 and y’ = 0’ will give the desired result. 
It should be noted that if g is affine, then every point of N(g) is regular. 
Thus, the application of the multiplier rule to linear control problems is very 
easy provided that the defining functions are differentiable. It has been 
shown by Flett [8] that if Df(x,) is surjective andg has a continuous derivative, 
then x0 E N(g) is a regular point. In optimal control problems this condition 
(i.e., Df(x,,) surjective) holds if it is assumed that the adjoint equations are 
completely controllable. 
3. STATE-CONSTRAINED CONTROL PROBLEMS 
Consider the following problem: 
Minimize P(xU( T)) 
subject to the constraints 
(9 xu’W = f(x&), u(t), t), x,(O) = x0; 
(ii) Q@,(T)) = 0; 
(iii) S(x,(t), t) < 0, t E [0, T]; 
where P: R” + RI, f :  Rn+T+l-+ Rn, Q: R” + Rq, S: Rntl + RS, and 
u: R1 - Rr, such that P, f, Q, and S have continuous derivatives. S(x, t) < 0 
means that each component of S(x, t) satisfies the inequality. Hereafter, this 
problem will be refered to as Problem (SC). 
In [3], Jacobson, Lele, and Speyer treat a special case of this problem. 
In their treatment x’ =f(x, u), S(xJt)) < 0, and both u and S are scalar 
valued. Neustadt [4] treats a more general problem than Problem (SC). In his 
treatment ,f  is assumed to have a continuous partial in x only, control con- 
straints are allowed, Q is allowed to involve the initial states, but S is scalar 
valued. Problem (SC) or variants of it have been treated by many other 
authors and [2] or [3] should be consulted for further references. It will be 
shown in this section that a special case of Neustadt’s results can be obtained 
by application of the necessary conditions. It will also follow that the 
Jacobson-Lele-Spyer necessary conditions are a special case of the necessary 
conditions for Problem (SC). 
No control constraints have been incorporated in the formulation of 
Problem (SC). In any specific problem in which the control constraints can 
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be given in the form of R(u, t) < 0, there is no conceptual difficulty in 
obtaining necessary conditions. In fact, the space 2 can be chosen to be a 
product of two spaces-one for S(x, t) and one for R(u, t). The reason a 
constraint of the form R(u, t) < 0 is not included here is that such a constraint 
can assume a variety of forms such as st 11 u(t)ii2 dt < I or 1 u,(t)1 < 1, 
j= I,2 >..., Y, and, consequently, the space defining the constraint R(u, t) < 0 
depends upon the form of the constraint. 
Although Problem (SC) is a special case of the example presented by 
Neustadt, it should be noted that Theorem 2.3 is not a special case of 
Neustadt’s general theory because equality constraints are allowed to be in 
an infinite-dimensional space. 
In order to apply Theorem 2.3 to Problem (SC) the following identifica- 
tions are made. Let X = &(I, R’) denote the space of F-valued, essentially 
bounded, measurable functions defined on I = [0, T] with norm 
let Y = Rq, and let 2 = C(.Z, R”), where C(I, RS) denotes the space of Rs- 
valued continuous functions defined on I with norm 
Note that B = {z E C(I, R”): q(t) < 0, j = 1, 2,..., s} is a closed convex cone 
in Z such that B has a nonempty interior and vertex at zero. 
Define F: L&I, R’) + R1 such that F(u) = P(xU(T)). Define 
g: &(I, R’) + RQ such that g(u) = Q(xU( T)). Define h: L,(I, Rr) --t C(Z, Rs) 
such that [h(u)] (t) = S(x,(t), t). Problem (SC) can now be formulated as the 
nonlinear programming problem treated in Theorem 2.3, viz., minimize F on 
N(g) n h-l(B). In order to compute the derivatives DF, Dg, and Dh, the 
derivative Dx, of x, with respect to u is needed. Note that 
x,: L,(I, Rr) + C(I, R”), 
hence Dx, is a linear operator with the same range and domain. Consequently, 
Dx, will be represented as a function defined on I x I. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let x,: L,(I, Rr) - C(I, Rn) be given by 
4) = x0 + otf(xu(s), U(S), 4 & I 
where f: Rn++l -+ R” has continuous derivatives. Then Dx, may be represented 
by 
Wt, 4 Q&X&), u(s), 4 
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where Di denotes the partial derivative off with respect to the ith variable and Y 
is the fundamental matrix solution of 
4) = 4 f h(t), 4>, 4 a(t). 
Proof. Dx, exists provided there is a linear operator 
L: L,(I, R’) -+ C(I, R”) 
such that 
X u+h - x, - Lh = o(h). 
Claim Lh = ah, where ah is the unique solution to 
a’(t) = Dlf(s@>, 4th t) 4) + 4f Mt>, 4th t) h(t), a(0) = 0. 
Clearly L is linear in h because 
Now, 
ah(t) = St ‘-W, 4 4f (x&>, 44,s) h(s) ds. 
0 
x,+&) - 4) - a,(t) = lot if (x,+&h 44 + h(sh 4 - f (x&), Ns), 4 
- 4f (4 ads) - 4f (4 WI & 
where Di f (s) = Di f (XI(x), U(S), s). Since f has a continuous derivative it 
follows that 
x,+&) - x,(t) - aAt) = It Vhf (4 k+&) - ~~(41 + Qf(s) h(s) 
+ 4, h(s)) - 4f (4 44 - &f(s) h(s)} & 
where 
lim II w(s’ h(s))ll = 0 
llh(sWO II WI 
uniformly in s. 
For convenience choose 
Then 
xu+&) - x,(t) - a&> = Lt Uhf (4 [xu+&) - 4) - ads)1 + 4 4s))) 4 
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and it follows with b(t) = ~~+~(t) - xU(t) - ah(t) that 
where K is a uniform bound on Ij olf(s)j/ . Thus, 
II &t)ll G j” t K II W ds + /’ II ~6, WI ds. 
0 0 
First assume jt I/ w(s, h(s)))11 ds # 0. Then by Gronwall’s lemma, 
II W G Jb7 II 4, W)ll ds exp ST K II WI ds. 
0 
Since b E C(I, R”), 
II b II = =“EIp y=& I WI and II b II d M 1’ II 4, Wll ds. 
0 
Therefore, with 
let E > 0 be given. Then there is a 6 > 0 such that /I h II < S implies 
llbll II%+iA-%--ahII - 1 
II h II II h II 
< M .fi II 4, W)ll ds 
II h II 
so that x,+~ - x, - ah = o(h). If J-fII W(S, h(s))11 ds = 0 for some h # 0, 
then 11 b(t)11 < si K II b(s)/1 ds and it follows that 
II WI = II %4+7&(t) - %L(t) - %@)ll = 0 
for all t so that 
xuth - x, - ah = 0 = o(h). Q.E.D. 
Now the necessary conditions for Problem (SC) can be derived. They will 
appear in an integral form. In corollaries to the next theorem alternate 
forms of the necessary conditions will be given. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose u E L,(I, Rr) is an optimul solution to Problem (SC). 
In addition, usswne that the range of sl Y( T, s) D, f (xu(s), u(s), s) h(s) ds is 
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all of R” (i.e., a’ = Dlfa + Dzfh is completely controllable) and that 
DQ(x,( T)) has full rank. 
A necessary condition that u be optimal is that 
a-e. on I, where 
h(t) DzfMt), u(t), 0 = 0, 
h(t) = [Q&,(T)) + r’DQ(xu(T))l ‘W t) + /tT4*(s) W(xu(s), 4 W,t), 
and where each component of the s-dimensional row vector T* is nondecreasing 
on [0, T]. Furthermore, rlj* is constant on intervals for which the jth component 
S&(t), t) < 0 and rlj* is nondecreasing when the jth component of 
S(x,(t), t) = 0. 
Proof. With F, g, and h defined as given in the discussion preceding 
Theorem 3.1, it follows by application of Theorem 2.3, the hypothesis of 
complete controllability, and the hypothesis that DQ(xU(T)) have full rank 
that u is a regular point and that there are q, 3 0, y’ E Rq and z* E C(I, RS)*, 
such that 
?lODF(u) w + y’Dg(u) w + z*Dh(u) w = 0 
Apply the chain rule to F, g, and h to obtain 
for all w EL,(I, R’). 
rloDP(xu(T)) Dxu(T) w  + y’DQ(xu(T)) D+(T) w  + ~*W(xu(t>, t) DW) w  
=o 
for all w EL&, Rr). From Theorem 3.1 and the fact that 
rl,,DP(xu(T)) h(T) + Y’DQMT)) DW-) + DEW, 0 Dxu(t) 
represents an element in &(I, Rr)*, it follows that 
hoDP&UN + Y’DQ@u(TNI ST V‘-, 4 W(s) 4) ds 
0 
+ 1’ 4*(t) D$(xu(t), t) j-” Y(t, 4 &f(s) 4) ds = 0 
0 0 
for all w EL&, Rr), where r]* E NBV(I, Ra) represents z* E C(I, R”)*, i.e., 
v* is an Rs-valued normalized function of bounded variation. 
Now D,S(x,(t), t) and Y(t, s) are continuous, hence D,S(x,(t), t) Y(t, s) 
is product measurable. Furthermore, since D2 f (s) w(s) is measurable, it 
follows that K(t, s) = D,f(s) W(S) is product measurable. Thus, 
D,S(x,(t), t) Y(t, s) D, f (s) W(S) is product measurable. Finally, since 
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D,S(x,(t), t) Y(t, s) D,f(s) W(S) is essentially bounded, it follows that 
Dlww, t) VT 4 Q f( 1 s w s is integrable. Then by Fubini’s theorem, ( 1 
and the necessary condition may be written as 
I I 
T ds [QP(xu(T)) + r’DQ(xJT))l V”, s) 
” 
+ j’ 4*(t) W(W), t) ‘+, 31 D,f(s) 44 = 0 
s 
for all w EL&Z, Rr). Therefore, it must happen that 
I hoD%U)) + r’DQ@u( WI V, 4 
+ JqT 4 *(t) W(W), t) W, 4 1 4fW 
= h(s) 4 f(%l(s), u(s), s) = 0, a.e. on I. 
From conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2.3 it follows that 7. >, 0, each 
component ?li* of-q* is non-decreasing such that 
,‘iF+ Q*(t) = 0, and s 
T d?*(t) S@,(t), t) dt = 0. 
0 
Now S(x,(t), t) < 0 and is continuous in t, hence if a component 
Sj(xu(t'), t') < 0 for some t' E (0, T), then Si(xu(t), t) < 0 for all t in an open 
interval (t,j, t:,,). Thus, [0, T] is the union of a collection of open intervals 
on which Sj(xu(t), t) < 0 and a collection of closed intervals or degenerate 
closed intervals (i.e., points) on which Sj(xu(t), t) = 0. In order for 
jt dT*(t) S(xU(t), t) = 0 it follows that TV* is constant on each open interval 
on which Sj(xu(t), t) < 0 and yj* is nondecreasing elsewhere. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Zf u is continuous, then h(t) Dzf(xU(t), u(t), t) = 0 every- 
where on I. 
Proof. X is right continuous and D,f is continuous since u is continuous, 
hence hD,f is right continuous. Then, by the standard persistence of sign 
argument with minor modifications it follows from sr A(t) Dzf(t) w(t) dt = 0 
for all w EL&Z, R’) that A(t) D, f  (xU(t), u(t), t) = 0 everywhere on I. 
Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. If s = 1 (i.e., S is a scalar-valued constraint), u is 
continuous, and D,S(x,(t), t) D2f(xu(t), u(t), t) # 0 for all t such that 
S(x,(t), t) = 0, then T* can have no jumps. 
Proof. Suppose S(x,(t,), t,) = 0 and T* has a jump at t, . Then 
a+> = W) - 4S(%&1)~ td h*(tl+) - T*k->l. 
Now, h(t,+) = A(tl) since A is right continuous and A(t,) D,f(t,) = 0. Fur- 
thermore 
a-> &f (t1-) = /jy h(t) 4f (t) = 0 
1 
so it can be concluded that 
WMtl)~ td 4f (~&I)~ u(td9 5) = 0 
contrary to hypothesis. Q.E.D. 
This result is a special case of the result stated in [3, Theorem 61. The 
argument above suffices to show that [3, Theorem 63 holds for p = 1. The 
condition D,S(x,(t), t) Dzf(xu(t), u(t), t) # 0 on S(x,(t), t) = 0, is often 
refered to as a regularity condition (see, for example, [9]). 
In the next corollary, the necessary conditions given in Theorem 3.2 are 
cast into the form given by Neustadt. There is a minor difference in that 7 
used here is nondecreasing and v(T) = 0, whereas in Neustadt’s work it is 
taken to be nonincreasing and v(T) = 0. This difference is due to the fact 
that in the derivation of the necessary conditions here, it was assumed that 
X*X < 0 on B, whereas Neustadt uses the reverse inequality. Furthermore, 
since differentiability in control and no control constraints have been assumed, 
the necessary conditions do not involve a maximum over the control set. 
As pointed out earlier, there is no difficulty in incorporating an explicit 
control constraint given in the form R(u, t) < 0. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose S has a continuous second derivative. Then 
necessary conditions for u to define a minimum for Problem (SC) are 
(i) I&t) - q(t) W(xu(t), t)] &f@,(t), u(t), t) = 0, ax., on I, where 
6) $W = - d(t) Qf(W), u(t), t> + 77(t) W(G), 9 
(iii) p(x, t) = D,S(x, t) f  (x, u(t), t) + D,S(x, t), and 
(iv) &T) = rlW(dT)) + Y’~Q(G(T)). 
Proof. Define v(t) = T*(t) - q*(T), where v* is given in Theorem 3.2. 
Define $0) = h(t) + rl(t) W(M), t) w ere h is given in Theorem 3.2. h 
Then (i) is immediate from Theorem 3.2. 
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Integrate s:d~(s) #i(t, s) by parts to obtain 
jt= MS) h(t, 4 = - ~(0 Wbdth 0 - It= d4 4 A@, 4 ds. 
Since A(t) = #(t) + SrdT(s) &(t, s) the desired result follows. 
Now, differentiate t&t) = #(t) - Gus (a/as) &(t, s) ds and make use of 
the fact that 
to obtain (ii) and (iii). Part (iv) follows by direct substitution. Q.E.D. 
Finally, the necessary conditions of Jacobson, Lele, and Speyer [3] can 
be obtained. The author cannot justify the formal operations used in [3] to 
verify that T* has a piecewise continuous derivative. Consequently, it will be 
assumed that T* has the desired property. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose v* given in Theorem 3.2 has a piecewise con- 
tinuous derivative, then necessary conditions for u to define a minimum for 
Problem (SC) are 
(i) h(t) D, f (xU(t), u(t), t) = 0, a.e., on I, 
(ii) A’(t) = - h(t) D, f (xU(t), u(t), t) - T*‘(t) D,S(x,(t), t) a.e. on I, 
and 
(iii) A(T) = rl@‘(a(T)) + r’oQ(dT)). 
Proof. Since r]* is piecewise differentiable it follows that 
W = hWxu(TN + r’~QbW)l VT 4 
q*‘(s) W(W, s) W(s, t) ds +j(t) 
409143/I-18 
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wherej(t) is a step function. Then A’ exists except where j has jumps and is 
given by 
h’(t) = - [rloW%(~)) +Y’@&4~))1 Y(T q Qf(q - v*‘(t) wq%l(~), t) 
follows by direct substitution. Q.E.D. 
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